PA RT N E R S
MS SPIDOC comprises eight project partners across Europe, who combine expertise in the fields of mass spectrometry, single-particle imaging
research, specialized optics and detection and structural biology investigations.
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W H AT I S S I N G L E-PA RT I C L E I M AG I N G?

MISSION
MS SPIDOC will overcome the data challenges inherent to single particle
imaging by developing a native mass spectrometry (MS) system for sample
delivery called X-MS-I. It will provide mass- and conformation-selected biomolecules that are oriented along their dipole axis when they are imaged.
This will enable structural reconstruction from much smaller datasets,
speeding up the analysis time tremendously. Moreover, the new approach
features low sample consumption and a controlled low background, easing
pattern identification.

S

ingle-particle imaging (SPI) is a technique to identify the structure
of biological molecules. Traditionally, scientists have used methods
involving crystallization, which requires a large amount of pure sample. In the crystal, the proteins are arranged into well-ordered lattices. This
amplifies the signal from a relatively weak X-ray source, showing scientists
the shape and structure of a molecule. But crystallography has its limits:
some biomolecules are too unstable for this procedure.

SPI will allow imaging protein complexes without the need for crystallization. This eventually renders transient conformational states accessible for
high-resolution structural studies, yielding molecular movies of biomolecular machines. SPI is currently performed at X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs),
of which the European XFEL, with its high repetition rate, may enable reliable performance of SPI on large biomolecules for the first time.
A major bottleneck of SPI is the wealth of data required to reconstruct a single structure, which leads to long processing times. MS SPIDOC will reduce
the amount of necessary data significantly.

Initial ion source of the MS SPIDOC prototype

Aerolens for efficient ion transport ensures minimal sample losses after ionization.

W H Y M A S S S P E CT RO M E T RY?
MS is a sensitive analytical technique that capitalizes on the ease of
manipulating ionized molecules. MS can reveal the mass and composition of biomolecules. Electrospray ionization (ESI) is a very gentle
process, and, in combination with buffered solution, even preserves
protein–protein interactions in protein complexes. A process called native MS allows structural investigations even of intact viruses (on the
order of millions of mass units). MS SPIDOC uses the benefits of handling
charged molecules to achieve its objectives.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
• Deliver mass- and conformation-separated biomolecules for SPI. This allows
the method to be applicable to mixtures, helping scientists observe complex biochemical reactions. Data is grouped into subsets defined by the
separation of the sample in the prototype.
• Orient proteins. This simplifies and hence speeds up data alignment and
analysis. The prototype will orient selected samples along their dipole
axis, the line of strongest charge difference. Rotation around this axis
still enables imaging of the entire structure.
• Image protein complex unfolding. The prototype allows for controlled unfolding and high repetition rates of sample scanning to be used. This
means both better samples and the analysis of large samples that are
inaccessible through other techniques.
• Exploit potential of protein orientation for other applications. Contacts to
other research efforts and to industry will help find new applications for
MS technologies for sorting biomolecules, ultrafast sample delivery, and
data collection.

P ROTOTY P E F E AT U R E S

The experiment station SPB/SFX will be used to investigate crystalline and non-crystalline matter. A
particular emphasis is placed on the determination of three-dimensional structures of biological
objects. Examples are biological molecules including crystals of macromolecules and macromolecular complexes as well as viruses, organelles, and cells. (Photo: European XFEL / Jan Hosan)

• Nano-ESI – enables low sample consumption and little background
noise
• Ion trapping – increases particle density and synchronises release with
arrival of laser pulses used to study the molecules
• Digital quadrupole mass filter – provides mass selection and purification of low-abundance species
• Ion mobility – separates molecules by conformation or shape
• Dipole orientation – simplifies imaging pattern alignment
• Post-interaction region mass analyser – provides online quality control

